Thomas the train on youtube

He liked to play tricks on them, including Gordon, "the biggest and proudest engine of all". He
was taught a lesson when Gordon tricked him into being coupled to him during his express run.
Tired out, he vowed never to tease Gordon again, realising he did not have to to be important.
Soon he desired to pull his own passenger train too, much to the bemusement of the other
engines. He got his chance when Henry became ill and no one could pull the passenger train.
However, Thomas was so excited that he accidentally left his train and his passengers behind,
believing he was pulling it easily. He soon realised his mistake and returned to pull the train.
The engines laughed at him, though, and soon Thomas wanted to get out of the shunting yards
and see the world. As a reward for his quick and heroic action, the Fat Controller promised him
his own branch line. Thrilled, Thomas soon began running his branch line with his two new
coaches, Annie and Clarabel, who he grew to love very much. He soon considered his branch
line to be the most important part of the entire railway, a fact he would constantly remind the
other engines. His greatest mistake was when he got his snowplough broken in the winter and
ended up stuck in a snow drift, having to be rescued by Terence, whom he had insulted earlier
for not having "real" wheels. He soon proved himself again, though, when he beat Bertie the
bus in a great race. Although Thomas' branch line was indeed the pride of the line, on the main
line, things were not going well for the Fat Controller, who was having to deal with Gordon,
Henry, and James' sulking, refusing to do Thomas' former work of shunting themselves. After
they went on strike, Thomas was brought back to help alongside Edward and their new friend,
Percy, who quickly became Thomas' closest friend. Thomas also became friends with Toby
after he was asked by the Fat Controller to help their railway avoid a lawsuit from a rude
policeman. But Thomas still had some cheekiness in him, returning to teasing Gordon after
Gordon slid into a ditch. He soon needed Gordon's help after he blatantly went past a danger
sign and fell down a mine. They soon became friends after that and promised never to tease
each other again. The following year, Thomas shared a shed on his branch line with Percy and
Toby. However, he became conceited about his brilliant blue paint and soon paid the price when
Percy accidentally caused a coal hopper to pour coal all over him. Thomas was angry at Percy,
but the two friends soon made up after Percy had an accident with some coal trucks. When
Thomas came back, his brakes were stiff, and made it seem as if they were hard on. Thomas
continued to be of great service to Sir Topham Hatt's railway, although he still remained a
cheeky little engine. This was untrue, but Thomas was too puffed up with himself to not believe
it and, one morning, found himself rolling along the line, when a cleaner had accidentally
started him up. As a result, the Fat Controller angrily sent him to the works again. He arrived
back a few weeks later just in time to take over for a battered Percy, who just had a predicament
with some trucks. The following Christmas, Thomas was eager to sing carols with the other
engines, but had to pick up a Christmas tree for the Fat Controller. Unfortunately, on his way
back, he was caught in a snow drift and was lost. Donald and Douglas soon rescued him in time
to sing carols with all his friends. Thomas is rather cheeky, but is good at heart and generally
behaves well, except when he is getting into mishap. He loves teasing the others and, on
occasion, brags about his superiority, but is always brought down to earth in due course. If
Thomas has one major character flaw, it is that he is forgetful, and slightly impatient. However,
he is also optimistic and idealistic. He is apparently one of the last batch built as only these
engines featured his distinctive extended-side-tanks, projecting forward over the leading wheels
and little downsweeps at each end of footplate. The E2s were introduced in to replace earlier
members of the E1 class, which had been scrapped. The last five in the ten strong class had
extended side tanks to give a greater water capacity, but all engines had two inside cylinders
and driving wheels 4'6" in diameter. After so many years of service, all of the Billington E2s,
both original and modified, spent their last working years at Southampton Docks and they were
all scrapped by ; the very last pair being Nos and , the latter being amongst the last batch.
Thomas has a slight modification of having wheel splashers over his front wheels whereas the
original E2s did not. Thomas is painted in the North Western Railway's standard blue livery with
red-and-yellow lining and the number "1" painted on his tank sides in yellow with a red border.
In the Railway Series, he carries two builder's plates on the sides of his cab. In the first three
seasons of the television series, Thomas also had red lining on the back of his bunker.
However, when characters received new models in , the lining had been excluded for unknown
reasons. As originally drawn, it had a distinctive dip at the front, but none at the back. The story
goes that, to Awdry's eyes, this meant that Thomas' buffers would be at different levels, an
operational inaccuracy and impossibility. This seems curious on Awdry's part, as all the artists
had drawn Thomas as having an extra-deep rear bufferbeam to compensate, thus putting the
front and rear buffers at the same level. After his repairs at Crovan's Gate , Thomas returned
with a new running plate that was flat and level from smokebox to bunker. The E2's on which
Thomas was based had dipped running-plates at both front and rear and the Hornby Thomas

model displays these features, having been retooled from a set of moulds formerly used by
Hornby to make E2 models. His television counterpart, however, retains the unique
forward-dipped running plate. Granted, Thomas was the most popular character in the original
Railway Series books, but Egmont went too far and thus the problem continues. With the advent
of the television series, Egmont started asking for more Thomas and to this day Thomas has
eight Railway Series volumes under his undercarriage. When the Reverend W. Awdry created
Thomas, he existed only as a wooden toy made for his son, Christopher. This engine looked
rather different from the character in the books and television series, and was based on a LNER
J50 or a Hudswell Clarke with smaller side tanks and splashers. He was painted blue with yellow
lining, and carried the letters "NW" on its side tanks. Awdry was annoyed that Thomas was
obviously not the tank engine he had first drawn, but was satisfied when Payne explained that
he was drawn after a real prototype. He was the only engine from the television series to play a
major role in the story, and even left Sodor briefly. HiT Entertainment has stated that the film is
going ahead and will see "the return of classic characters. The Nene Valley Railway at
Peterborough, England, was the first railway in the world to possess a full-scale replica
"Thomas", an industrial tank engine built by Hudswell Clarke so nicknamed for its blue livery
and resemblance to the famous tank engine. In the name was made official by the Reverend W.
Other tank engines the world over have since been dressed up as Thomas. Some railways have
even gone so far as to rebuild locomotives to produce a better replica. Unfortunately this has
created a divide between preservationists: some claim it disfigures historic locomotives and
trivializes the preservation movement, others say it attracts visitors and can potentially spark an
interest in railways amongst young children. In the play, Thomas was used to convey Sophie
Dahl, the granddaughter of the late Roald Dahl, to center stage, and was greeted by thunderous
applause and cheers from the audience of two thousand children and their parents. Additional
attractions include petting zoos, pony rides, story telling, viewing of "Thomas and Friends"
videos, and temporary tattoos. Thomas has also been known to be seen in amusement parks. In
America, Thomas was usually found in "Six Flags" parks until when the license was not
renewed. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. He's a
cheeky little engine with six small wheels, a short stumpy funnel, a short stumpy boiler and a
short stumpy dome. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. This article is about the engine. You may be looking for the Railway Series book.
Stories narrated by special guests, and the familiar voices of the Steam Team, bring the world of
Sodor to life, screen-free, for your little engineer to enjoy. Watch anytime with Amazon Prime
Video. Destination Good Times! Capacity will be limited and advance tickets are required.
Celebrating over 75 years of friendship! The Rev. Awdry crafts tales of steam engines to
entertain his young son, Christopher, who was sick in bed, with puffs of steam imagined as
conversations. These stories were told over and over until, pressed by his son to be consistent,
Awdry finally wrote them down. We meet Thomas! Next stop, America! Discover new cultures
and different languages in this new game for kids. Inspire your little conductors' creativity and
let their imaginations run wild! Create your very own train set piece by piece and bring it to life
with Thomas and all of his friends. Customize endlessly and let your imagination run free with
whirly waterslides, rainbow bridges and more! Packed with interactive mini games, this
customizable magical train set lets your little conductors shape their own fun adventure. Join
Thomas and his friends on exciting racing adventures! Race as your favorite engine on
incredible tracks filled with twisty rollercoasters, splashy waterslides and epic jumps! New
Stories Weekly. Now available on Netflix. Watch Now. Shop Now. For Your Kids. Sign Up. Listen
Now. Learn More. Available on Netflix. The famous engines from the Isle of Sodor are pulling
into Netflix in the U. More Ways to Watch. Watch on YouTube Kids. Watch on Amazon Prime.
Buy Now. Own favorite episodes and films to watch again and again! Choose from a variety of
titles. Shop All Thomas. Thomas Land. Explore the Rails. Glenview, IL. Beckley, WV. The Story
of Thomas! View Engines. Our Apps. Do you want to continue? You are leaving this website to
visit another website operating under a separate Privacy Statement and Terms of Use.
Download Activities for Your Kids. Coloring sheet. Coloring Sheet. Trademarks used with
permission of their respective owners. Click the KIDS button for fun and games! Do you want to
Continue? You are about to visit a website that operates under a separate privacy policy and
other terms. Cancel Continue Opens in a new tab. Helpful Links Careers Opens in a new tab
Mattel. Opens in a pop up. Thomas teams up with friends old and new while working in Sodor as
well as explores far-off places like India, Brazil and Australia. Thomas makes new friends and
learns about other cultures while exploring the railways of Italy and Brazil. After a rail accident
disrupts train travel, Bulgy the Bus finally gets what he wanted â€” a massive influx of riders.
Rebecca ignores the warnings about working with the Troublesome Trucks in hopes of having a
fun day on the job. Toby proves he's got a pure heart of gold when he discovers a plot to steal

King Godred's crown. When Percy becomes paranoid about the snow, his nerves get the better
of him, causing confusion on the rails. Feeling useless after losing a precious possession, Rajiv
learns a valuable lesson â€” he doesn't need his beloved crown to make a difference. Gordon
becomes increasingly concerned when he just can't stop giggling, no matter how hard he tries.
In Brazil, Thomas crosses paths with a big, blue engine that reminds him of Gordon.
Encouraged by a group of traveling musicians, Thomas sets out to contribute his own unique
sounds to a Brazillian carnival. Tired of always getting into trouble, Diesel schemes to get some
of the other engines on the Fat Controller's bad side for a change. When Thomas makes a
blunder while on a job, he tries to fix the error without asking for help. When ultra-competitive
Raul sets out to top Thomas in a series of games, he learns there are far more important things
than winning. After hearing the other trains wonder if they could be more useful without him
around, Diesel goes into hiding in hopes of teaching them a lesson. Shane's relaxed nature
leads to some unexpected stress when the engine runs out of coal while traveling through the
desert. While working in China, Thomas recalls the fun times he shared with his best friend
Percy back home. Darcy, a tunnel-boring machine, makes a few mistakes during her first day on
the job. Later, her true talents shine. Longing for an adventure of her own, Emily takes the
Sodor rangers on a camping trip, where things take a surprising turn. Lorenzo tries to take a
legendary opera star to a music festival by himself but soon finds himself lost without his coach
Beppe. Ignoring Darcy's warnings about old mine shafts, Monty and Max fall into a dangerous
situation. While trying to sing opera like Lorenzo and Beppe, Thomas loses his voice right when
he needs to deliver an important message. Working with a team to build a new hospital, Brenda
learns how each job is important â€” not just her own. Call Netflix Netflix. This animated
children's series follows the adventures of Thomas, a cheerful blue tank engine who lives on
the island of Sodor. Watch all you want. Episodes Thomas and Friends. Season 24 Season
Release year: The Great Little Railway Show 11m. Thomas and the Forest Engines 11m. Emily to
the Rescue 11m. Nia and the Unfriendly Elephant 11m. James the Super Engine 11m. Yong Bao
and the Tiger 11m. Gordon and Rebecca, Coming Through! Kenji on the Rails Again 11m. Cleo
the Road Engine 11m. Free the Roads 11m. Chucklesome Trucks 11m. Heart of Gold 11m.
Panicky Percy 11m. Crowning Around 11m. Gordon Gets the Giggles 11m. The Other Big Engine
11m. Batacuda 11m. Di
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esel Do Right 11m. Thomas Makes a Mistake 11m. Grudge Match 11m. Diesel Glows Away 11m.
Laid Back Shane 11m. Wish You Were Here 11m. First Day on Sodor 11m. Rangers of the Rails
11m. Lorenzo's Solo 11m. Deep Trouble 11m. Too Loud Thomas 11m. Out of Site 11m. More
Details. Watch offline. Available to download. This show is Coming Soon. Terra Vision. A
teenager finds her world turned upside down when she discovers the disturbing truth lurking in
her sleepy Danish town. From the creators of "The Rain. While working to create a sex app, a
young woman and her friends set out to explore the world of intimacy and learn about
themselves in the process. A small town in Portugal becomes engulfed in a web of political
intrigue when a young engineer is recruited as a KGB spy in this historical thriller. A drama
series about the origins of the opioid crisis. In this stop-motion short film, a bird raised by mice
begins to question where she belongs and sets off on a daring journey of self-discovery.

